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Abstract: Email Header is footprint of an Email that can be
used to examine an Email as HAM or SPAM. Email
classification in this research is done on the basis of header
features thus by keeping the content privacy of the sender intact
[1]. Header features are , email header fields like sender, to, cc,
bcc, subject. This research tries to improve the accuracy of the
classification by extracting more number of header features.
Email Subject is further deeply examined for objectionable
keywords for rule matching and rule generation. In our study, we
implement an adaptive and collaborative approach by using
machine learning and cluster computing for fast classification of
Emails as SPAM or HAM. Adaptive approach is to generate new
rules for classification and cluster approach is to use parallel
computing power for increasing computing speed. New rules are
only generated if features extracted from email header do not
match the existing rules. Spam Assassin [2][3] is the main dataset
used for testing. Collaborative approach creates a parallel
environment where multiple antispam methods and divided test
corpora are used as input. The false positive and false negative
percentage are recorded and accuracy is calculated. Weka Data
Mining Software is used to apply the anti-spam methods
(available at http://www. cs.waikato.ac.nz /~ml/weka/) [4]
Keywords: Classification, Features, Ham, Spam, Machine
Learning, Corpora, Parallel Environment, CrossValidation,
Weka.

I. INTRODUCTION
SPAM are still a major concern as average daily spam
volume is about 311.24 Billion for the month Dec-18, which
counts to 85% of monthly emails which are SPAM [5].
Electronic mail header is an effective data to examine an
email as SPAM. An email header includes fields like From,
To, Subject, CC (Carbon Copy), BCC (Blind Carbon Copy).
Blind Carbon Copy if used, then very likely it can be
classified as SPAM, as. Spammers want to spread SPAM as
much as possible and BCC can be used for this purpose.
Spammers use BCC to reach out to more number of email
users and also there is no restriction on the number of emails
address that can be used in the BCC field [6]. Email Subject
is most important among these features. Subject can further
be tokenized, into words, phrases, character. The frequency
of tokenized words or phrases help in classify the email as
HAM or SPAM.SPAM mail can be identified in two ways,
first is at the origin and second is at the destination.

There are some black listed sources on the internet that
can be considered as origin of SPAM and can instantly
blocked. More challenging task is finding an SPAM email
when it lands at destination server. These mails need
exhaustive analysis to classify them as SPAM or HAM. The
main objective of this research is to decrease the percentage
of false positive and false negative during email
classification. Another objective is to increase the
computing power and speed to carry out this exhaustive
analysis using cluster computing. The various steps involved
in email header features extraction are listed as follows.

Collect email headers from spamassian, lingspam,
personal mail.

Spamassian data is directly used.

Extract features from, to, cc, bcc, subject from
personal mail.

Tokenize the email subject.

Extract and retain useful tokens that are useful for
classification.

Tokens that are not useful are removed before they can
be used for classification purpose.

Frequency of each retained token is calculated.
Unnecessary email header features if reduced, increases
the classification speed [7]. The classification here is done
on a spam scale percentage rather than classifying emails
into two strict classes i.e ham or spam. If spam scale is
100% then email in question is a spam, if the scale is 75%
then it is towards spam, if scale is 50% then it can fall into
either class, if the scale is 25% it is towards ham and if scale
is 0% then it is a ham.
This paper is divided in four sections. The first section
explains about the email header features. The second section
focuses on the related work and literature review in email
header feature extraction and classification. The third
section highlights the adaptive and collaborative approach
being used in this research along with the machine learning
techniques applied. The forth section implements feature
extraction and classification using collaborative approach.
The fifth section is the result compilation and analysis.
II. SECTION I - EMAIL HEADER FEATURES
Email as a whole is a complex entity, where various
emails protocols, time-stamps, sender server, receiver server
get involved. Thus we are focusing only on email header to
have focused area of study.
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Header Features like From, To, Carbon Copy, Blind
Carbon Copy, Subject are used as input to email
classification method. This research tries to improve the
accuracy of the classification by extracting more number of
header features. Though email content and attachments can
reveil much more information than the email header features
but on the other hand it compromises the privacy of the user,
which in many countries is against the law. The next section
shows that email header alone can give 80% accuracy in
classifying emails. Email header constitutes of source of
email, reciepents of email, just for information receipients
i.e. cc and bcc, subject of email. Our interest in this study is
the subject of the email. One important thing regarding
subject of the email is that it is the only part of the email that
is available to the receipient which can be seen before
opening the email. The content of the mail is only available
to the user once the user decides to open the email. To lure
the user spammers make the subject line attractive so that
users are dragged into the decision of opening the email.
Another aspect is that email cannot be sent without a
subject, on the other hand content of the email can be skiped
by the sender just by adding attachements. Email header can
be considered as the identification of an email or a footprint
of an email which almost reveils the nature of the email.
Thus email header, more so the subject of the email is a
useful email header feature that is of prime importance in
study.
III. SECTION II – LITERATURE REVIEW
Email classification on the basis of header features keeps
the content privacy intact. intact[1]. It is already
demonstrated that the accuracy of classification still gives
resonable results as compared to content based classifiers
[1] . Many researchers use only header based classifiers. If
considering only non-content base classification, then
header based spam filtering gives good results [6]. Ye [8]
proposed a model based on Support Vector Machine (SVM)
to discriminate spam messages depends on mail header
features. For each email header a feature was extracted by
[7]. Email header is a useful part of email that can disclose
many features in classifying an email. Email subject can be
tokenized and frequency of dictionary words leading to
spam can be counted. Email header features were divided
into dictionary words, HTML tags and words with numerals
by R. Shams and R. E. Mercer [9]. They used learning
algorithms like Random Forest , Naive Bayes Classifier,
Support Vector Machine, AdabbostM1 and Bagging.
Random Forest was choosen for study by R. Shams and R.
E. Mercer [9] since it is widely used anti spam method, runs
efficiently on large data sets and the learning speed or the
model training speed is very high. Graham [10] pointed out
that only by extracting and examining words from email
header 79.7% of spam emails in a dataset can be detected
which count for only 1.2% false positives, which in turn is
quite remarkable considering only the header feature. The
information provided by email header is quite important.
This is confirmed in their study by Nizamani, Memon,
Glasdam[11]. They [11] concluded that email header feature
are more important than the classification method being
used. Though there is no single feature and classification
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method that can be zeroed down for perfect classification,
Youn and McLeod [12] showed that WEKA implemented
J48 classification method gives better results than Naïve
Bayes, SVM and Neural Network classifiers. Younand
McLeod[12] also pointed out that it is important to select
and extract the relavent feature that point to spam mails.
Campos, Verdejo and Teodoro[13] focused on technique
which is based on the information stored in e-mail header
and not on the email body to keep the privacy of the user
intact. Lai, Chen and Laih[14] identified a collaborative
framework on spam rule generation, exchange and
management. The collaborative approach by [14] exchanged
spam filter rules between classifiers with the help of
XMLfiles. Feature extraction was used for contents of
email, files attached and images by [15]Blanzieri and Bryl.
Though email header feature extraction was not used by
[15]Blanzieri and Bryl. Zhou, Yao and Luo [16], instead of
classifying emails into just two categories used three
calegories to classify mails, i.e. spam, ham and undecided.
The undecided mails need more analysis before identifying
as spam or ham. In our study during this research we have
taken one step further to have five categories, i.e. spam,
towards spam, ham, towards ham and undecided.
Classifying email data directly into two classes i.e. ham or
spam increases the possiblity of false positive and false
negative, which is not good for any classifier. Data from
three different sources and ten fold cross-validation method
was used by Campos, Verdejo and Teodoro [17] to classifiy
email data. The author used latest data till year 2008, no
personal mail data was used. In our research we try to use
considerable amout of personal email data, just to have a
wider scope of this research. Personal emails of about 0.5M
in number used in this study. These mails are made public
by FERC at https://www.cs.cmu.edu/ ~./enron/ . In any case
pesonal mails, more than ten thousand in number were used
by Alsmadi and Alhami[18] for analysis. During email
feature extraction stemming technique was used by
Alsmadiand Alhami[18] to phase out irralevent words like
to, you, I, am, pm etc.
IV. SECTION III - ADAPTIVE AND
COLLABORATIVE APPROACH
Standalone machines have definitely limited computing
power and speed as compared to parallel computing
macines. With limited computing power and speed,
standalone servers do not perform efficiently [19]. It is more
evident when large amount of data is to be processed
repeatedly. Spam classification is an area where no single
classification algorithm and training dataset is sufficient for
perfect classification. This research takes a view on handling
dynamic nature of spam mails with adaptive aproach i.e.
generating new rules and the collaborative approach is used
to applying multiple classification algorithms and for
extracting header features. Spammers and anti spammers are
always in a tussle to be ahead of other. Therefore it is
always necesssry to generate new anti spam rules. In this
research the focus is on adapatability and speed at low cost.
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V. SECTION IV - FEATURE EXTRACTION
IMPLEMENTION
The datasets used here are spambase available at
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ datasets/Spambase[20], and
personal mail data. The dataset other than personal mails are
already feature extracted and need not be reprocessed. The
personal mails are available in raw format and hence needs
header feature extraction.
Personal mail at https://
www.cs.cmu.edu /~./enron/[21], which are large in number,
0.5M, are feature extracted first and then normalized and
then fed to weka server for classificatiion. The subject
words in email header can be analysed to see if all letters are
capital, if that is the case it is likely that it is a spam as
spammers try to highlight or attarct attention by putting
every letter in capital. Also cleaverly written words like
Money written as M0ney, mo.ney, m o n e y, mooney, M O
N E Y etc. are some of the tricks used by spammers and are
taken care of during preprocessing. During the
preprocessing stage, a python script is used to segrigate such
email as spam.

other kind of numbers are excluded from the featureset by
using the remove attribute feature of weka. The experiment
divided each dataset into two futher sets as , less header
features and all header features. Then the accuracy of each
classifier noted down. The experiment results are shown in
result section.
VI. SECTION V – EMAIL CLASSIFICATION
IMPLEMENTATION
A two node Linux cluster/parallel environment is created
on Linux with openMosix. Weka data mining tool is to be
used to apply machine learning and non machine learning
methods on the corpus. Weka server is installed along with
the java8 on this cluster. Further experiments are carried
under this environment.

Fig. 2 Attribute Selection and Removal

Fig. 1 Preprocessing and Classification Process
Personal email data needs preprocessing in the form of
tokenizing the email subject word by word and each word
treated as a header feature. To create personal email arff file,
first emails are downloaded by email backup tool “Got Your
Back” (GYB) available at https://github.com/jay0lee/gotyour-back/ wiki [22] and then subject alone is extracted
from each email and a text file is created. To tokenize
subject word by word, wekaStringToWordVector filter is
applied. Numeric values like date, serial number or any
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Some steps used for setting parallel environment.
# ifconfig eth0 up ( Lan cards setup )
# ifconfig eth0 192.168.1.10 (assign IP)
# route add -net 0.0.0.0 gw 192.168.1.1
( setting the route and matric )
# /etc/init.d/openmosix restart
# omdiscd -i eth0 ( auto detection client)
# openmosixview& ( start openmosixview )

Table. 1 Decision Factor Table
Spam[M] value
Decision
< 25
Factor
Personal
data
Ham
classification

2549

50

5175

>75

Ham
like

Undecided

Spam
like

spam

Weka Server utilizes each node processor power in a
parallel environment or multiple core capabilities of signle
processor for classification tasks. Weka experimenter is also
available for load sharing on remote computers. Weka
experimenter allows remote experiments to be spread across
multiple hosts, thus by creating a parallel environment i.e.
applying a collaborative approach. Command used in weka
CLI
is
:-java
-Djava.awt.headless=true
weka.RunWekaServer -host 192.168.1.10 -port 8085 -master
192.168.1.10:8085 -slots 4.
VII. SECTION IV - FEATURE EXTRACTION
IMPLEMENTION
1) Support Vector Machines (SVM) uses supervised
learning techniques for email classification. SVM separates
data in multi-dimensional plane so that there is isolation
plane which separates the classes.
2) The Naïve Bayes classifier is a complex algorithm that
treats data items independent of each other. The Naïve
Bayes classifier uses conditional probability and useful for
huge datasets. Being simple and easy to understand and
implement it is used by many researchers. It also know to
outperform many other classifiers.
3) J48 is weka’s modified version of C45 decision tree
algorithm. It is a predictive model that does not treat data
item independently as in case of Naïve Bayes. The internal
nodes of a tree is an indication of different attributes and the
branches provides us with the possible values of the
attributes. The leaf nodes tell us about the class the data
belongs to.
4) Hidden Markov Model is a classification model based
on probabilities to predict hidden variables from a given set
of observations. Here we are predicting class from header
features.
W is word in a email header, which is extracted from
subject. F is the frquency of the word W.

1. Header Features and Accuracy:- In case of Spambase
data the number of header features are directly propotional
to the accuracy of the classifier. The experiment showed the
same trend of increased accuracy with increased email
header features irrespective of the classifier used, and the
data set used.
Table. 2 Relation of Header Features to Accuracy

Corpus

Number
of
Instances

Classifier

NBayes
Personal
Emails

J48
5180
SVM
HMM
J48
Nbayes

Spambase

4601
SVM

Naïve Bayes Approach to classify as SPAM or HAM.
Spam[W] gives a value that indicates if the word W is
spam word or not.
Spam[M] is claculated by averaging spam[W] for all
words in that message.
The value of spam[M] decides the class of the message.
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Number
of
Header
Features
1572
1692
1572
1692
1572
1692
1572
1692
58

Accuracy
92.77 %
92.81 %
92.91 %
93.66 %
96.73 %
96.91 %
70.88 %
70.88 %
92.97 %

47

92.71 %

58

89.80 %

47

88.45 %

58

90.43 %

47

89.00 %

58

39.40 %

47

39.40 %
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2.
Personal data classification:- For each message a
spam factor value is calculated as per the formula discusses
in Section V. The message file is first split into two files, i.e
file with spam messges and file with ham messages. Next
the frequency of each word in each file is calculated with the
help of wekaString To WordVector feature and output Word
Counts setting of this feature. A python script is used to
calculate spam[M] value of each message. The python script
is tested and developed on spyder version 3.2.8 and python
version 3.6. The evaluation process for one typical message
is shown below.
Message:- “shop and test this homepage for all wonderful
photographs and videos for free”. This message is actually a
spam. Our classification method finds the frequency of
main key words like ‘shop’, ‘test’, ‘homepage’, ‘wonderful’,
‘photographs’, ‘videos’, and ‘free’. Other words in message
like ‘and’, ’this’, ‘for’, ’all’ are excluded from analysis. As
these words do not contribute in decision making process.
To find if through our classification method, the given
message is spam, spam like , ham , ham like or undecided
we find spam factor of the message as in the table below.

Shop
67
178
Test
155
175
homepage
4
4
wonderful
10
9
Photographs
0
2
videos
2
27
free
301
368
Spam[M] = Avg(spam[w]) x 100 =

Spam[w]

Freq in Spam
messages

word

Freq in Ham
message

Table. 3 Decision Process for a message

0.72
0.53
0.50
0.47
1.0
0.93
0.55
67

Fig. 4 Python Script output, message classification, ham,
hamlike, spam, spamlike
3.

Parallel environment

The below table shows the comparison of execution time
of four machine learning algorithms used in this research.
The execution time for standalone system is automatically
recorded during the classification process, which can be
seen in figure-7 and figure-8. The execution time for server
runs are calculated from server screen shown in figure-6.
The complete experiment uses 5180 instances and 1692
header features of email subject. In the line graph in figure-5
it is clear that there is a decline in execution speed in case of
SVM, HMM, and Naïve Bayes algorithm. This is because
the due to small dataset, the overheads of parallel
environment like massage passing and load balancing
reduces performance. In the case of J48 algorithm the size of
tree large, thus we can see a little performance improvement
in this case.
Table. 3 Time comparison in Parallel environment
Classification Execution

The message analysed in Table-3 gives a spam factor of
67, which is between 51 to 75 and as per our decision factor
table, the message should be classified as “Spam Like” and
not as spam. This indicates that the messages which are not
in Ham or Spam class needs further analysis. The resutls of
the complete personal data file is summarised in the table
below.

Classification
Method

Data Set

Standalone
Time in
secs

Parallel
Environment
Time in Secs

SVM

Personal
Data
5180
Instance
1692
features

8.3

48.01

152.26

148.12

0.11

15.18

3.48

34.71

J48
HMM
NaiveBayes

Table. 2 Classification in more than one class

1
2

Personal
data
Actual
Classified

Spam[M] value
< 25
2550
49
Ham Ham
Unlike decided
3672
--1098 2113
2

5175
Spam
like
-1031

>75
spam
1508
936
Fig. 5 Execution Time Comparision Standalone vs
Parallel Env
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executing each fold on each core of multicore system only
showed marginal improvement in J48 tree algo where the
size of tree is very large.
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